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Religious Emphasis Week
Features R. S. Grizzard
Reverend R. Stuart Grizzard, pastor of the First Baptist Church, Norfolk, Virginia, will be speaker for Religious Emphasis Week which begins
February 19.
Rev. Grizzard was born in Essex
County, Virginia. He graduated from
Springfield High School near Danville and attended George Washington University in Washington, D. C.
After studying law for two years, Rev.
Grizzard transferred to the University
of Richmond to prepare for the ministry. Graduating with an A. B. Degree in 1941, his education was completed at the Crozer Theological Seminary at Chester, Pa., where he was
awarded the B.D. degree in 1944.
While a student at the University "of
Richmond his first pastorate was the
Gwathmey Baptist church near AshReverend R. S. Grizzard
land. Later he was pastor of four rural
churches near Fredericksburg. Becom- pastorate of the historic First Baptist
ing pastor of the Orange Baptist Church of Norfolk.
Church in 1945 he remained there for
Rev. Grizzard married a graduate
four years. In 1949 he accepted the
(Continued on Page 3)
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Electoral Board Names
Major Office Candidates
Campus Nominating Convention Meets;
Selects Twelve Juniors To Campaign
Candidates for the six major campus offices have been selected by the nominating convention
The electoral, board met Monday and approved the qualifications of these girls. They will be presented to the student body in Monday assembly. Elections will be held February 27.
'
The two nominees for president of the Student Government Association are Juanita' Holloman
and Betty George Ramsey. Honor Council Chairman candidates are Hiwana Cupp and Eva Shuler
Marilyn Miller and Nannie Gordon Rennie are running for the presidency of the Young Women's
Christian Association. Contending for Athletic Association president are Louise Kindig and Marv
Lou Riddleberger.
V
/
In publications, Kathryn Chauncey and Barbara Hurdle are candidates for the editorship of
The Breeze; Lorene Purcell and Barbara Striker for The Schoolma'am.

Students Select Anne Colonna
To Attend Engineers' Queen
by Bobbie Hurdle
Her face flushed with excitement
and a sparkle in her green eyes, Anne
Colonna learned that she'd been
chosen to represent Madison as a princess at the Engineers' Ball, V. P. I.,
Blacksburg.
Anne, an elementary major from
Cape Charles, stands 5 feet, 6 1-2 inches and has brown hair. A true East-'

a short distance (it's only sixty miles
to Charlottesville>, but she's anxious
to explore new territory and this will
be her first trip to Tech.
Football Queen during her senior
year in high school, Anne already
knows "How. to Win Friends and Influence People". On a recent trip, to
New York, sHe was'beseiged with offers of assistance. (Anne claims that's
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Who Will Lead The Students?

On the Spiritual Side?

Editor of The Schoolma'am?

Juanita Holloman, S. G. A. nominee,
is a native.of Victoria. She is majoring in business administration, curriculum XI (plan II). At present headwaitress in Bluestone dining hall,
"Skeeter".. as she is mote familiarly
known, has entered into many campus
activities. Organizations of which she
is a member include Cotillion Dance
Club, Panhellenic Council,. YWCA
and Pi OmegaJ Pi. "Skeeter" served
once as a dormitory fire chief and
during her first two years here she was
a member of Sigma Phi Lambda. This
year she is secretary of the Business
Club.

Sigma Phi Lambda and Kappa Delta
Pi. She now holds the presidency of
the junior class, in addition to being
a member of the varsity teams in basketball and hockey.

economics major in curriculum IV.
Voted "Friendliest" in her sophomore
and junior class, Eva Jias served as
reporter of her class this year. She
has had a part in the activities of the
Granddaughter's Club, Frances Sale
Club, YWCA cabinet, and . the
Cotillion Club. A Breeze reporter for
two years, Eva also is an associate
member of Stratford Players.
YWCA presidential nominee,
Marilyn Miller is a native of Clifton
Forge. Her major is English, Curriculum II. "Y" cabinet, Student
Council, Stratford Players, German
Dance Club, Kappa Delta ' Pi and
the Curriculum planning committee

Hiwana Cupp, a French major, in
Curriculum II, lives in Bridgewater.
She is candidate for the chairmanship
of the Honor Council.
Hiwana was once a member of Sigma Phi Lambda and the orchestra.
She was treasurer of her sophomore
class and dormitory president in Alumnae that year. Alpha Rho Delta, Le
Cercle Francais (editor this year),
YWCA, Scribblers, German Dance
Club and Kappa Delta Pi are among
her varied activities. For the Schoolma'am Hiwana has served on the editorial staff and acts now as assistant
copy editor. Also for her junior year
she was elected secretary of the
Honor Council and a member of the
Curriculum Planning Committee.
Also running for Honor Council
Chairman is Eva Marie Shuler. From
nearby Shenandoah, Eva is a home

Honor Council Chairman?

ernshoreman, she speaks of the shore
as often and in as glowing terms as a
Texan boasts about Texas.
Vicfe-president of the junior class,
she is a' member of Pi Kappa Sigma,
German Dance Club, and the Standards Committee. During the interview, I made so many inquiries that
she quipped, "I've got teeth, too!"
Her weekend trips are usually only
v
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an exaggeration). There's one question she refuses to answer, "What
happened in the subway?" That
seems to be the "skeleton in her
closet".
I
Other candidates for the Princess
were: Reba Reynolds, Katherine Hale
Neal, Louise 'Simpkins, Gloria Pingley, Virginia Firkin, Joyce Whitehurst
and Dottie Shepard.

Lynchburg is "home" for the other
S. G. A. candidate Betty George
Ramsey. She is a physical education
major, curriculum III. Betty George
started her "career" at Madison as
president of the' Freshman YWCA
Commissio'n
Other interests have
included, either now or in trie past
two years, Honor Council representative, German Club, Mercury Club,
Raquet Club,
YWCA
cabinet,

To Edit The Breeze?

Who Will Head The A.A.?

claim much of Marilyn's time. Besides the Spanish Club, she has been
a member of Sigma Phi Lambda and
Standards. Last year she served as
president of the sophomore class.
Nannie Gordon Rennie, candidate
for president of the, YWCA, is a
home economics major, curriculum IV,
from Richmond. She has served two
(Continued on Page 3)
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Theta Sigma Upsilon had a waffle
supper Sunday night at the house.
Misses Mary Brady, Grace Herr and
Mary Beyer were their guests.

Among the numerous things which,-a college
offers to its education-seeking young men and women
is a course in economy. It is one of those intangible Molly Kennette was elected Sophoqualities, like poise and courtesy, which we should more representative to Panhellenic
find ourselves developing in the college atmosphere. Council for Alpha Sigma Alpha.
By economy I mean the management of our personal .Betsy Preston visited at Sprinkel
affairs, the use of our time, I money, and energies.
House on Friday evening. Betsy graduated
from Madison and is now teachMany students just untied from "mama's apron<
ing
in
Oceana.
strings", come to college with no conception of what
Ellen
Saum Getz was a visitor on
economy means. Not knowing how to budget our
campus last week.
time and use each minute to its best advantage, we
find ourselves without time to do the very necessary Alpha Sigma Tau entertained chilthings. Too often we come face to face with the dren from the Harrisonburg Orphanstark reality of money problems for the first time at age at the house on Saturday.
college. As for our energies, it takes conscious effort Mrs. William, the house mother at
on our part to keep them directed in the proper Lincoln, gave a party for Audrey
Pinchbeck, Dolly Dedrick, and Jane
channels.
Luck who are now living at Home
Economy class doesn't meet at a designated hour Management.
in a certain room for a few hours of college credit. Barbara Croom was elected as AlA sense of economy comes to us by constant practice pha Sigma Tau's Sophomore reprein good management of our affairs, personal and sentative to Panhellenic Council.
otherwise. We can learn it indirectly through our asThe Second Grand Vice President
sociations with people more business-like than ourof Pi Kappa Sigma, Mrs. Ellen Terselves. But we must learn to depend upon ourselves,' rill visited them Sunday with three
for the ability to be largely self-reliant in the true girls from Wilson Teachers College
test.
i
in Washington, D. C.
Do we get credit? Surely we do! Credit comes Shenandoah gave Rita Russell a surin the form of a more orderly life (less frustration). prise Birthday Party.
Ours also is the knowledge that we have gained a
personal quality which becomes even more important
in life outside the college world.
<•
B.C. B.
t

Not Only Here

Faculty Advisor
DR. GLENN C. SMITH

Enriching Experience
Religious Emphasis week will be held here at
Madison February 18 through 24. All week programs of a religious nature will be offered to students.
Seminars will be held in the afternoons and "bull
sessions" each night. In addition to these informal
■ discussions, the guest speaker will be featured at
Wednesday Assembly and Friday Chapel.
- Everyone of us should be able to attend some of
these meetings. If we have classes in the afternoon,
we can go to the bull sessions at night; or if we have
to study at night, we can go to the afternoon seminars. Everyone can spare half an hour on Friday to
go tb Chapel.
These meetings will be extremely helpful to all
of us. No one can join a group gathered to worship
God and settle problems in.spiritual manner without
obtaining a measure of inner peace, so necessary in
these turbulent times.
So let's support the Religious Emphasis Week
program. Remember that we can get out of such an
undertaking only what we put into it.
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Congratulations Faculty
To our faculty we want to say, "Orchids to you"
for the splendid job you did last Friday night. We
are proud of what.you did in the promotion of student interests.
The spirit of co-operation on the part of the
faculty for this event is to be commended. Almost
every member made some contribution. About fifteen
per cent participated in the show, about sixty per
cent contrabiited something for the auction, and about
fifteen per cent made financial contributions.
We also want to compliment the student body
for supporting the auction so wholeheartedly.
Through the combined efforts of the two groups, we
were able to enjoy an evening of delightful entertainment «nd to further a worthy cause at the same time.
The total amount collected for the YWCA from
the auction and from contributions amounted to more
than $335. This is a grand contribution. It will be
used to send next year's "Y" president to the seminar
in New York this summer and to promote student interests on campus. We all agree that it was a fine
show for a fine cause.
L. P.

"Some German Club members
thought it might be interesting to
learn how many stuffed animals (the
kind that girls keep as souvenirs and
such) there were on campus. So they
got some "goats" to make a count.
The number they got was 1,020 but I
Mr. and Mrs. Van Sumner announce
think we'd be nearer the correct ansthe birth of a daughter. Mrs. Sumner
wer if we doubled that. I still think
is the former Mary Ann Clark whb
it would be interesting to know exwas a member of Tri Sigma.
actly how many "live" here!
Mr. and Mrs. Mac McLean anGotta say a word about the Faculty
nounce the birth of a daughter on February first. The baby was named Show. Their antics and contributions
Cynthia Ray. Mrs. McLean is the to a most worthy cause make us ever
former, Alice Hunter, president of Tri mindful of the fact that they are a
grand group.
"What wonderful
Sigma, 1947-1949.
sports!",
the
students
say. But that's
Mr. and Mrs. F. Byrd announce
the marriage of their daughter, Mar- not a surprising observation to those
garet, to Edwin James Sutton on Sun- of us who have grown to know many
day, the seventeenth of, December at of them quite well! We know they're
Onancock. Peggy was a graduate of tops!

Congratulations 11

Pictures by
BOB MATTOX

by Bess Bryant
Did you ever hear something which
seemed to you so good that you
wanted everyone to know? That's the
way I feel about a radio program
which I keard last Friday night. Edward R. Murrow, noted news commentator, now has a full hour's program over most of the major networks called "Hear It Now". Have
you heard it?
This program gives a digest of the
important news of the week, told as
it actually happened. It is one of the
most effective presentations I have
ever heard on the radio. Those who
have enjoyed Mr. Murrow's two record albums called "I Can Hear It
Now" will find this program equally
as strong in its appeal.
Many of us complain about not having time to read the world news in a
newspaper or magazine. To them this
weekly program should be a pleasure
and a benefit. It's a good way for all
of us. to keep abreast of the important
happenings of today which will be tomorrow's history. Listen tonight!

' For the past few months griping and general dissatisfaction seem to be more prevalent than ever before. Not only is this true, but the attitude beneath
this dissatisfied exterior is not the one usually accompanying campus gripes. There is a definite note
of bitterness.
We've always good-naturedly criticized the food,
our classes, the professors and even the school itself,
but prior to now, it's been with the attitude that we
were doing it because it was the accepted behavior.
We were following a pattern.;., .complaining because
we enjoyed it.
j
Many of us have discussed quitting school or
transferring, as casually as though* we were joking about changing the weather and"with no more intention
of carrying it out. Now, those of us who mention
these have conviction in our voices. We have more
privileges than ever before, yet we're not satisfied. If
this condition were present only at Madison, it would
appear to be the fault of the college or administration.
However, this situation is occurring on campuses across the nation. Everywhere there is general unrest
and it would be impossible to prevent the feeling from
being transmitted to college students.
Quitting school won't alter the situation. Here,
we are doing more for our country than we can do
outside. We are getting an education to better prepare us for life. Perhaps, if we were to quit and get
a job we'd have a more tangible part in the affairs of
a troubled world, right now; but later we'd realize
how much more we could do, for ourselves and for
society, with a college education.
B. H>
,Youth,' though it may lack knowledge, is certainly not devoid of intelligence. It sees through shams
with sharp and-tfrrible eyes.—//. L. Mencken.
A talent is formed in silence, but a character in
the stream of the world.—Goethe.
A University of Texas student was a bit sceptical about a British film showing in Austin. "Is it any
good?" he asked the girl in the ticket office.
"Pretty good," she said, "It's a British film, but the
actors speak English."

According to the Hastings Collegian, one of the
students at that school conducted a one-man survey
to see if professors actually read all the,term papers
required in a course. He inserted a paragraph in
some collateral notes stating that he didn't believe
teachers read what pupils write, and asking the prof
to underline the paragraph if he read it. The paper
was
returned—unmarked.
The girls in a gym class at Phillips University
Enid, Oklahoma, found themselves in hot water a in and came up screaming. It seems that the temperwhile back. Eager to try out the swimming pool ature of the water had been set at 110 degrees by
after the installation of a new boiler, the girls dived mistake.

the class of 1950 and a member of Tri
Sigma.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Johnson
announce the marriage of their daughter, Betsy Lee, to Lt. Jarlean Josephy
Pennello on Wednesday, December
27, 19S0 at the Holy Cross Catholic
Church in Lynchburg. Betsy is a
member of Tri Sigma and graduated
in 1949.
i »

If college professors ever wonder
where their students learned to "shoot
the bull", they might find the answer
back in the high school days. That
conclusion was drawn by one of the
student teachers after recently grading a set of English tests!
Valentine's Day has long been an
occasion devoted to affairs of the
heart. Currently, however, business
men have tried to capitalize on the
idea and make it another day for the
wholesale exchange of gifts. One
firm even wanted to change the name
to Valen-Tie Day, with emphasis on
the giving of ties! What a world!

Martha Gray Johnson is pinned to
Page McCauley, a Pi Kappa Alpha
at the University of North Carolina.
Martha is a Tri Sigma.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Blakemore announce the engagement of their daughter, Kitty Jean, to Joseph C. Trivette.
Kitty is a member of Theta Sigma
Upsilon and graduated in 1950.
The engagement of Rita Jarvis to
John R. Rippey has been announced
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Jarvis. Rita is a member of Alpha
A recent survey conducted by stuSigma ,Tna.
dents of the Physics Department in •
On Valentine's Day Margie Epper- conjunction with the faculty-student
son was ginned to Waldo Miller of Health Committee revealed that in
Harrisonburg. Waldo is a KA.
practically all rooms surveyed, the
temperatures were too high and relative humidity too low to be of a
healthful nature to the students occupyGlenn Curtiss Smith, faculty adviser ing the rooms. Since the atmosphere
to The Breeze, wrote an article en- in which we live plays a great part in
determining the success with which
titled "On John Randolph's Considerphysical andl mental endeavors are
ations" which was printed in the Janu- completed, the Health Committee felt
ary issue of THE VIRGINIA MAG- that the wisest course to follow would
AZINE OF HISTORY AND BIO- be to present their findings to the stuGRAPHY. This is the official publi- dent body and rely on the intelligent
cation of the Virginia Historical So- reactions of the students to rectify
ciety.
the condition.
The article is about 2500 words,
Heat Reduces Efficiency
fully documented.
Only original
Scientific study and tests have
source material was used, including shown that the most healthful and
letters, pamphlets, newspapers, and comfortable temperatures to be those
diaries. "On John Randolph's Con- which lie in the Bixty-eight degrees to
siderations" is an attempt by the seventy-two degrees range. The best
author to interpret the Tory senti- humidity for everyday living is that
ment of a very prominent Virginian which falls in a &S% to 50% category.
on the eve of the American Revolu- These tests show that the membranes
tion. The College Library subscribes of the nose and throat are dried and
to the Magazine.
(Continued on Page 4)

Health Committee,
Physics Students
Conduct Inspection

Smith Writes Story
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Major Office Candidates
(Continued from Page 1)
years on the "Y" Cabinet, Schoolma'am staff, and Honor Council. Sigma Phi Lambda, Gle^, Club, Porpoise
Club, Cotillion Dance Club, and Frances Sale Club are among her other
activities. Nannie is vice-president of
Logan Hall and was also "veep" during her freshman year in Jackson Hall.
Athletic Association presidency is
sought by Louise Kindig. from Waynesboro who majors in Physical Education, curriculum
III. At Manchesi
ter College in North Manchester, Indiana, where she spent her freshman
year, she was a member of the Woman's Athletic Association and president of the Hoosier Hiking Club two
terms. Sigma PHia Lambda, Kappa
Delta Pi, YWCA and the Usher's
Club are among her interests here.
Claiming most of her time are activities such as Mercury Club, Racquet
Club, A. A. Council and membership
on the extramural hockey and basketball squads. One year she served as
dormitory sports leader and now acts
as basketball sports leader on campus.
Mary Lou Riddleberger is running
for president of the Athletic Association. She comes from nearby Bridgkwater and is a physical education major, curriculum III. Membership in
the YWCA, Mercury Club on the A.
A. council are among her activities.
She is dormitory fire chief and participates actively in all intramural sports
as well as having been on the varsity
hockey and basketball teams for three
years. Mary Lou is now softball
sports leader.
Editorship of The Breeze is being
sought by Kathryn Chauncey. Kak,
from Alexandria, is an English major
in curriculum II. She has been on
the advertising staff of The Breeze
and has also served as circulation
manager, reporter and news editor.
A student government representative
for two years, Kak is also a member

of the YWCA, German Club, and Ex
Libris in addition to work on the
Curriculum Planning Committee.
Barbara Hurdle, a native of Salisbury, Maryland, majors in English,
curriculum II. She is a candidate for
Breeze editor-in-chief. Membership in
the YWCA and German Club for
three years have been among Bobbie's interests. She also plays intramural basketball. On the Breeze staff
for three years, she has served as reporter, news editor, and this year as
assistant editor.
*
Both Bobbie and Kak represented
The Breeze last November at the
Associated Collegiate Press Conference in Chicago, Illinois. Kak also
attended the Virginia Intercollegiate
Press Convention in Lynchburg last
spring.
Nominee for editorship of The
Schoolma'am, Barbara Strieker is an
English major, curriculum II, from
Front Royal. Barbara spent one year
at the College of William and Mary,
where she was on the editorial staff
of the annual. Barbara was on the
editorial staff of The Schoolma'am last
year and this year served as assistant
editor. She was once a.member of
Sigma Phi Lambda, and now belongs"
to Kappa Delta Pi, Glee Club, YWCA
and Cotillion Club.
Lorene Purcell, Schoolma'am candidate for editor-in-chief, hails from
Spencer. She is majoring in business
education, curriculum V. Lorene's"
activities include membership in the
YWCA and Business Club. She has
been a Breeze reporter for three years,
serving this year as make-up editor.
On The Schoolma'am, she has been
on the business staff, serving now as
assistant business manager. During
her first two years here she was in
Sigma Phi Lambda; at present Lorene
is treasurer of Pi Omega Pi and recorder of points for Stratford Players.

The Students.' Voice

Is The New System Better?

This year the Athletic Association years. The new way. gives every one
has made a change in the method"'of a chance vfor becoming May Queen,
selecting candidates for the May or for the students to elect who they
Court. The association met and drew want for May Queen.
up a list of seniors that they were conMartha Jane Bradley, senior—I
sidering. This list was posted in trunk it's a very good idea. It makes
Harrison and the student body was all the student body feel as if they
asked to add to it the name of any have a bigger part in picking their
senior they felt should be considered. May Court.
From this list the AA will select the
Betty Hiner, junior—I think it's bet38 candidates. What is your opinion ter in that it gives more opportunity
of this new method of selecting can- for the student body, as a whole, to
didates for the May Court?
know what's going on and to take an
Mary Evelyn Wellons, sophomore— active part by adding to the nominaI think this plan is very good because tions put up by the council.
it enables the A.A. Council to select a Jackie Brooks, sophomore—The
list of girls to be voted upon, which new way of selecting girls for May
are generally favorable to the stu- court is a very good idea. This way
dents. This probably calls for more everyone gets an opportunity of putwork but should cause less dissension. ting up those girls who they think
Coni O'Leary, junior—I think the should be in the court.
Athletic Association has leaned over Barbara Striker, junior—I feel it's
backwards to give us a more democra- far more democratic. At the school
tic way to choose the May Court; we from which I transferred (last year),
certainly can't say they didn't pro- there were fewer girls in the May
vide an opportunity for us to help Court and the candidates were chosen
with the selection!
only from sororities, each sorority beJackie Dederick, sophomore—I think ing allowed one candidate. The systhe new way of electing the May tem here at Madison plus the recent
Queen is much better than previous!, change gives everyone a chance.

K D P Sends Group
To Regional Meet

Page Three

Bradley, Wainwright Present
First Of Senior Recital Series

This week four girls are representing the Madison College chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi at a regional convention held at Atlantic City, New Jersey
on Thursday, February 15. Those attending the meeting are Colleen Calvert, president of Kappa Delta Pi
Rosamond Leonard, corresponding
secretary; Kitty Cover, and Jean
Douglas. Mr. Alfred Eagle, advisor to
Me society, will accompany the delegates.
Plans for the day include early
registration, general assemblies, group
meetings, and reports of group meetings. A luncheon is being held for all
those attending.
Kappa Delta Pi's fourteenth anniversary will be acknowledged at the
annual dinner Thursday night. Dr.
Charles Spurgeon Johnson, president
of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, wilt speak lit this time on "Education and the Cultural Crisis." Dr.
Johnson is the first Negro to be hon
First not only to begin this year's
ored in such a manner by Kappa
series of senior recitals, but first to
Delta Pi.
give a two piano recital here at Madi/ son are Martha Jane Bradley and
Dorothy I Duvall Wainwright of Clifton Forge and Blackstone, respectiveSaturday, February 17—
ly.
Movie: Cheaper by the Dozen
Having musically assisted one anstarring Clifton Webb and Myrna other since their sophomore year, Miss
Loy.
Elizabeth Harris' two piano pupils
Sunday, February 18—
open a season of senior recitals on
Senior Recital, Wilson Auditorium Sunday, February 18, at 4 p.m. Martha
4:00 p. m.
VJane and Dot have been roommates
February 18-24—'
for five semesters,and both are memReligious Emphasis Week on Madi- bers of the Glee Club, Kappa Delta
son Campus
Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, and the GerMonday, February 19—
man Dance Club. Dot is vice-president
Faculty and Men Students Basket- of the Y.W.C.A. and this year was
ball game 8 p. m.
chosen a member of Who's Who.
Tuesday, February 20—
Martha Jane is vice president of the
Pi Omega Pi, East Room Senior Glee Club and past president of the
Hall 7:00—9:00 p. m.
A. C. E. initiation, Senior Reception
Hall 7:00 p. m.
Thursday, February 22
A. C. E. meeting, Wilson 24, 7:00
p. m.

r

CALENDAR

Professor Of Yale
Advocates Freezing
School Teachers

Diapason club.
The two future public school teachers have studied piano since they were
six. Dot is a voice minor studying
under Miss Edythe Schneider, while
Martha Jane has studied voice under
Miss Gertrud Burau and organ under
Mr. George R. Hicks.
Together the two piano majors will
begin the recital with Sicilienne, by J.
S. Bach; Sir Roger de Coverly, by
Mark Strong; Coronation Scene from
Boris Godounoff, by Modest Moussogsky; and Fiesta by Wilbur Chenoweth.
As solo numbers Martha Jane- has
chosen Intermezzo, op. 116 and Rapsody in B Minor, both by Johannes
Brahms. Dot will play as her solo
number Sonata in A Major, op. 120, by
Franz Schubert.

Home Ec Notes

The girls of the Home Management House entertained their dates at
a buffet supper on Saturday, February
10. The house was decorated with
A Yale University professor has
RELIGIOUS WEEK
the valentine motif and the entertaincalled for the "drafting" of qualified
•(Continued from Page 1)
ment was planned by Jane Chason
of Westhampton College, Miss Bar- youth into the field of education and and Margaret Elliott.
t»
bara Eckles of Richmond. They have the "freezing" of teachers in their
two children, six and six months old jobs. These steps, in the opinion of
Miss Martha Seig will attend the
Samuel M. Brownell, are essential to
twins.
annual
national conference of,, the
A member of Kappa Alpha Cocila protect the long-range national securHome Economics Education Teacher
Norfolk Lions Club, Rev. Griz- ity.
In the light of possible years of ten- Trainers, to be held in Washington
zard is also a member of the
at the Willard Hotel. The theme will
Norfolk Lions Club, member of the sion, Professor Brownell asserted that
be "Focusing Education ior HomeBoard of Trustees of the Baptist Gen- he would "make it very difficult" for
making
and Family Living in a
eral Association of Virginia. At pres- teachers in elementary and secondary
Changing World." The conference
ent he is a trustee of. the Baptist pa- schools as well as colleges to leave
will
be held February 19 through 23.
Ret", the Religious Herald, member of their posts to enter the armed services
Dr.
Mnrial
Brown will talk on "Makthe board of the Travellers Aid, a or war industry. In addition, he suging
Use
of
Research Findings in Humember of the board of the Red Cross gested that drafted youth with the
man
Development
from the White
and president of the Norfolk-Ports- ability and interest be trained, under
House
Conference."
Miss Edna P.
mouth Baptist Ministers Association. civilian control, to meet the nation's
Amidon,
Chief
^f
the
Home Econo* Tire morning topics for the week future tea'chtjig needs.
Brownell, who is professor of Edu- mics Education will speak on the conare: Monday, Religious Vaccination;
sideration of special emergency meaTuesday, The Will to Win; Wednes- cational Administration at Yale, desures and what they mean for home
day, Farther with Jesus; Thursday, clared, "It will be hard to get many
economics teacher education.
The Radiant Guest; Friday, The ttachers and students ta.realize that
their greatest contributionlto national
Growth of the Soul.
Miss Helen Ward, Assistant SuperInformal talks after dinner include security is to long range security, and
visor
of Home Economics and head
Youth and the Church, Oh-kt and that this means sticking to the classof
the
State School Lunch Program,
Your Vocation, Christ and Commun- * oom and the.campus. It may be that
ism, Christ and Intellectual Honesty. we will have to draft qualified soldiers and Miss Dorothy Bruner, assistant
Bull sessions will be held each night into colleges and into teaching'to pro- to Miss Ward, will be at Madison
College March 1 through 3 and will
beginning Monday night in Senior for tect our national security."
meet
with classes that are interested:
those in Senior, Logan and Home
in
the
school lunch program. While
Management: Those in Carter, Sprin- LOCAL WOMAN'S CLUB
they
are
here they will also make
kle, Messick, Shehandoah and Lincoln TO SPONSOR SHOW
plans
for
the summer conference to
will meet in Junior Tuesday night. All
The Woman's Club of Harrisonbe
held
at
Madison for lunchroom
freshmen are to meet for all students burg are sponsoring a Charity Fashion
in Junior and Alumnae and so are all Show to be held in Wilson Auditorium managers.
sophomores.

on February 23 at 7:30 p. m. The
merchandise will come from Harrisonburg's leading stores and there will
be eight ^oor prizes. Tickets may be
Beginning immediately, the rules for purchased for sixty-five cents at Hostwo day reserve books are changed to tetter's Drug Store and Joseph Ney's.
make them more like rules for other
reserves, and therefore easier to rePray Volleyball!
member:
Now that basketball intramurals are
1. Fines will begin at 9 A. M. on coming to a close, plans are.underway
the day after the date stamped in the for the spring activity—volleyqall! The
book.
tournament will begin on March 6th.
2. Fines will be 25c for the first
Lists will be posted in all dorms
hour or fraction of an hour and 5c for those who wish to participate to
for each additional hour or fraction. J sign.
/

New Library Rules

Mrs. Helen Hopper, Assistant State
Supervisor of Home Economics Education, and counselor for the Future
Homemakers of America, and Miss
Catherine Bauserman, District Home
Economics Supervisor, visited Madison College for two days recently.
They were here for a conference in
relation to the state meeting of the
FHA to be held at Madison during
the summer and also discussed the
new building program at the Harrisonburg High School for the home
economics department

r
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Students Support fY9 Auction;
Faculty Shows Varied Talents

Military Service
May Face Women
In Case Of War

Over Hundred Students
Qualify For Dean's

"Why doesn't somebody do something about drafting women?" The
social forces which made women hesitate to volunteer for military duty
would vanish if they were drafted,
Mildred McAfee Horton, wartime<|
head of WAVES, says in her article,
"Why Not Draft Women?", in the
February issue of LADIES' HOME

One hundred and nine students attained grades of 3.25 to 4.00, entitling them to a place on the first semester's Dean's List, announces Miss
Helen Frank, registrar.
Three students, William Edward Grandle, Jean Rosamond Leonard,
aniLDilcie-^eane Woodson attained an average of 4.00.

JOURNAL.
"Selective Service officials are having a hard time finding men," Mrs.
Horton says. "Veterans, fathers and
boys in the middle of their educational
training are being drafted. How much
better for the nation, it would seem,
to draw from the 16,000,000 young
men and women of draft age, rather
than try to fill our military needs
from the 8,000,000 boys.

Dr. John Sawhill executes his
by Rena Bruce
The curtains of the stage in Wilson
Auditorium opened Friday night on
a faculty show which will long be re• membered by the students here at
Madison College. A capacity audience
witnessed the show put on by the college faculty and sponsored by the
YWCA. Dr. Glenn C. Smith, lovingly
referred to by Dr. Latimer as "blue
eyes," did an excellent job as master
of ceremonies. He was assisted dur. ing the auctioning part of the program
by Nan Rennie df the''"Y" cabinet.
i

All This and Music, Too
The college orchestra under the dirr
ection of Mr. Raymond Hicks, provided
music both before the show and- at
intermission time. 'During the show
Mr. Hicks proved to be an avid bidder
for the auction. For some stVange
reason he was especially interested in
a) certain necklace put up by Miss
Aiken. Perhaps Mrs. Hicks could be
. overheard saying, "He's been so nice
since the baby came."
Dr. Schubert, Comedian
The show; which was madd up of an
auction sale arid a number of comedy
)
acts, was spontaneous and unrehearsed.
Laughs followed one after the other.
One of the funniest comedians was
the distinguished Dr. Schubert, who
paraded back and forth across the
stage in a tee shirt, a hat, and a pair
of old trousers rolled up far enough
to show off his bright red socks, iln
contrast to him, Mr. Lahaie walked
across in a tuxedo and the two)pretended to shoot pool on top of the
grand piano.
The Snafe Charmer
Always a favorite with the audience, the quintet made up of the Messieurs Schubert, Shorts, Grabner,
Leigh, and Smith sang some of the
old-time favorites, accompanied on the
piano by Mr. Waller. Another act
featured none other than Mr. McMullen attired in sheet and turban in a
Hindu position in the middle of the
stage playing "Whispering" on the
clarinet to a sewing basket. To his
feigned amazement his pet snake, William, was home with his wife and
children.
Mrs. Hewitt gave a fine performance
of a burlesque on Martha Graham.
She was ably assisted by Dr. Schu-

muph discussed snake dance 1
bert and Mr. Leigh. Of course, Mrsw
Hewitt did all the dancing, but the
men provided the necessary rhythm.
The highlight of the program was
Dr. Latimer's caricature of a department store sales girl. The audience laughed continuously as Dr.
Latimer cracked one joke after the
other in her imitation of "Gertie, the
Salesgirl." .
Along with the fun and comedy
there was a touch of something deeper
as Jean Buckmaster, president of the
"Y," disclosed that because of the
money taken in by the auction, the
president for next year would be able
to go to New York. With a break in
her voice which showed she was overwhelmed with joy, Jean announced
that a sum total of over $335 had been
taken in that night. What a thrill to
know that our faculty had made it all
possible through their generous donations of food, entertainment, and time.
Yes, this faculty show will long be
remembered by the students on Madison campus.
'

:J

Non-Combatants
"Nobody who knows anything about
military life seriously contemplates
making the Army or Navy—and certainly not the Marine Corps—into
fifty-fifty coeducational organizations!
The main business of military services
is combat, and women should be noncombatants. Nevertheless, the organizational difficulty of using women for
noncombatant duties is not insurmountable.
•
"There is a pseudo gallantry which
discourages using women for war duty.
They must be saved from the burdens
of war—though how they are saved
by drafting their husbands, leaving
them with young children whose
fathers have been sent to war, is hard
to see. Worst of all, so-called chivalry
led too many people to believe that
girls in uniform were somehow lesser
in quality than the" nice girls who stayed at home to work in a factory. Rumors about their manners and morals
spread like wildfire. Most of the rumors were wild.
«

Abbott, Rose Arline
Ashby, Elinor Turner
Bailey, Jean DeFord
Barger, Dorothy Elaine
Barger, Margaret Susan
Bateman, Helen Elizabeth
Bear, Jean Anne
Bell, Jr., Lee Hayden
Bennington, Joseph Russell
Bitzberger, Joan Ripple
Bowie, Joyce Eleanor
Bowman, Doris Jean
Boyer, Margaret Lois
Bretthauer, Hildegund
Brittingham, Barbara Ann
Brockman, Jean Davies
Brumback, Mildred
Carroll, Elizabeth Lee
Carter, Robbie Gay
Cocke, Juanita Marie
Cockrill, Mary Catherine
Crawford, Dorothy Joan
Creasy, Sara Elizabeth
,Criss, Mtw-y Louise
Crowder, Dorothy Elaine
Cupp, Hiwana Louise
Deane, Dorpthy Varine
Dovetf AWe Hundley
Durrette, June Rhea
Ellioft, Margaret Elizabeth
Erdman, Evlyn
Fitzhugh, Edythe Eugenia
Freeman, Marcos
Furniss, Diane Lee
Garrett, Joyce Ann
Gauldin, Christine
Gordon, Bonnie Faye
Gore, Miriam Evelyn
Grandle, William Edward
Grove, Janet Nell
Grove, Lucy Lee
Helsely, Richard Arnold I
Hilton, Sophie D.
Hootman, Mary Leyda
Hotinger, Mildred Alice
Huddleston, Mary Elizabeth
Humphries, Audrey Lee
Jackson, Sylvia Jean
Jackson, Wanda
King, Edna Lee
Koch, Loretta Grace
Leonard, Jean Rosamond
Logan, James Tharpe
Lucy, Alice Christine
Luke, Edith Earle

McGhee, Shirley Mavis
McKenzie, Ann Williford
McMillan, Nancy Louise
Mat/., Grace Elaine
Murdock, Mary Sue
Nelson, Angela Ruth
Norwood, Patsy Ann
O'Brien, Carole Susan
O'Hagan, Elsie Jean
O'Neal, Diane Verne
Owens, Betsy Kingsolyer
Painter, Harriet Ann
Palmer, Evelyn Mae
Pitsenbarger, Lucy Arvella
Pond, Adelia Page
Powell, Mary Frances
Purcell, Lorerie GrayRagland, Janie Cree. Ramsey, Judith Price
Reid, Grace Bradley .
Rhodes, Mary Stuart I
Rice, Joan Elizabeth
Ridout, Anne
■ Rodgers, Lucille Patricia
Rohrer, Eby Warren
Rutherford, Doris Genevieve \
Sanderson, Audrey Mae
Self, Evelyn June
Sorensen, Ruth Elaine
Speer, Mary Jay
Striker, Barbara Ann
Swank, Janice Newton
Swortzel, Anna Virginia
Taylor, Melissa Joyce
Thompson, Johnnie Lou
Thrasher, Joanne Carmen
Trevett, Frances Leah
Turner, Betty Holsinger
Turner, Eunis Kate
Turner, Jr., George Haywood
Upshaw, Ruth Anne Agnor
V*vrek, Barbara Ann
Wainwright, Dorothy Duvall
Walker, Shirley
Walpole, Mary Ollie Vee
Walters, Betty Lou
Watkins, Joyce Lorraine
Weedle,i Alice Sue
Wheatley, June Ernestine
Whitman, Margaret Louise
Williams, Evelyn Coffman
Witten, Jo Anne
• •
W«Jodson, Dilcie Deane
Zirkle, Mary Anne

Less Dangerous Than Industry
"It seems safe to assert that the
experience of most service women was
a positive, Healthy, morally whofesome
experience, maturing rather than degrading, enriching rather than cheapening. As a matter of fact, the armed
services are probably less dangerous
places for young women than are new
jobs in war industry where less adequate provision can be made for twenFREE PASSES:
ty-four-hour-a-day welfare of personMary Ellen Orr
nel. American girls proved to be a
HEALTH INSPECTION
Betty Sorenson
fine lot of human beings whether or
(Continued from Page 2)
not they wore military uniforms."
> more susceptible to colds and attacks
by germs when relative humidity is
For Photographs of
low. Germs, are found to thrive in
atmospheres which are too hot and
Distinction Call
dry. Lowering temperature and inby Mary Hootman
creasing humidity showed a marked
I looked at my calendar
reduction
in germ activity and susAnd what did I see?
ceptibility of the individual to the inBut the fourteenth of February
& S. Main Street
creased activity. A hot, poorly ventiStaring
at
me.
This week the 1951 drive for the
lated! room is definitely known to dull
Heart Fund is being launched on the
Phone 1520
the ifenses and reduce efficiency. FindI rushed out on the street
Madison College campus.
(Continued on Page 5)
This money will be used for the And looked all around,
IT
■
*""\
benefit of scientifip research in the And in every store window
Big hearts abound.
GET YOUR EASTER
study and care of heart disease.
More people die* from heart ailOUTFIT AT
I ran to my majl box
ments each year than from any other
And opened it, flip,
single disease known to man. It strikes
tHE
For nestling in the bottom
suddenly, without warning, and brings
54 South Main Street
Was a package slip.
with it sadness and, often, insecurity.
Neither race, color, nor creed bars
Quick to the window
one from it—no one is exempt
CAMUS A COMPLKTI Utn
What can it be?
Just yesterday a mother and daugh39 East Market Street
A heart full of candy
OF ALL ACTITI STERLING
ter wenjt out to a movie and left their
From my darling to me!
PATTERNS
Harrisonburg, Virginia
husband and dad sitting in his favorite chair reading the paper. When
they returned, he was still sitting there
A fine assortment of college
—dead! Two hours before he had
jewelry at half the regular
laughed and smiled—and lived! That
was the family next door. Does that
85 W. Market Street
price.
mean anything to you?
Watch repairing
HARBISONBUHG, VIRGINIA
When and where will the next vicat
reasonable
prices
tim fall? Will it be your mom, your
our specialty.
dad, your sis Or your friend?
The next time you pass by a conT-BONE STEAKS — CUBE STEAKS
tainer marked "Heart Fund", think it
Chicken and Country Ham Dinners
over and give gladly that others might
live!

Valentines Day!

MC Starts Drive
For Heart Fund

THE LEE STUDIO

JEWELERS
John W. Taliolerro
Sons

QUALITY
SHOP

OLE VIRGINIA HAM CAFE

"Serving Country Meals in the City'

HEFNER CREDIT
JEWELERS

I
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Too Cold??
by Rena Bruce
Do you really trjink it's too cold to
go sun bathing? The sun was shining for an hour yesterday and the day
before it didn't even rain. I'm sure
we'd be dry enough, if I put my raincoat next to the ground. And as far
as being cold is concerned, we could
wear a short sleeve sweater with a
sleeveless one over it. Why only Sunday I mentioned the fact that, I could
wear my fur coat unbuttoned now.
Goodness, you said yourself you weren't going to wear youf* ear muffs
anymore after this week. Besides, we
can 'always take an extra blanket to
put over us. I remember last year
when we rolled up in blankets and
rolled down the hill to keep warm.
That's all right—my nose got a little
red that day, and I'm sure if it hadn't
started raining, I would have gottenva
nice tan on my checks .... Well,
for goodness sake, thermometers can
be wrong. Sometimes I think you
have absolutely no sporting blood in
your veins. Just because your, aunt
died of pneupionia .... She probably
never went sun bathing—period. I
think her whole trouble was a vitamin
"D" deficiency. Every since you had
health ed, last semester, you've been
sounding like a personal analysis chart.
I think I'll live dangerously and go
sunbathing alone.
!'. . . . Who, Dr. Monger? Did she
say that? She didn't tell me! But,
then I haven't seen her lately. It
really doesn't matter now anyway;
this paper says it will probably snow
tomorrow.

Why Not Classics?
by Betty Lou Waters
I have a plea for Madison,.
After publication I'll need a gun
As protection from numerous souls
Who dislike the classics bold.

Schools 0£Today Nobody's Valentine
by Zookie Riley
Should Consider
It was late Tuesday afternoon and
Individual Interests the last minute rush for valentines was

HEALTH INSPECTION

Colony Optical Co.

HELLO GIRLS arid BOYS
This its MANNIE
.

Doc's Grill

MANNIE'S GRILL 15 East Market SI.

a better man."
"Well, you don't have to try to get
to heaven in one evening."

YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
oOOOo

THE FAMOUS
RESTAURANT
( The place that satisfies those

RADIO
i

K. CHAUNCEY

35c

Your Choice of
Any Thing In
MANNIE'S GRILL

REPAIRING
TELEPHONE

B. HURDLE
P. KING
M. HOOTMAN

291

CHEW BROTHERS
240 E. Water Street

mometer and noting temperature
change daily. The best temperature
range for your room is around sixtyeight to seventy-two degrees; the best
relative humidity rating is around 50%.
If you have been feeling logV and listless, check the temperature and humidity of your room. * Corrections
along this line may result in a happier
frame of mind, a more healthy outlook
on life, and perhaps better grades.
Now that the year has come to the
in-between winter and spring stage,
extra effort should be made to keep
your room temperature fairly constant, especially if you want to avoid
a seige of colds. The matter is well
worth looking into when one considers
the great benefits to be obtained from
such comparatively little effort.

(Continued from Page 4)
ings in the survey taken on Madison
campus should startle and provoke
immediate action on the part of the
Here is the most challenging edu- on in the little gift shop across the students.
•"
cational fact of our times: almost half street. People were grabbing and
The most extreme case of an overof the young people who start high shoving and picking over the valenheated room was one in which the
school drop out before graduation.
tines left on the shelf. It seemed that temperature registered ninety degrees
"Profile of Youth"' in the January
and ventilation was extremely poor.
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, dis- they all wanted lacy, frilly, pretty
Fortunately the average room tempercusses five represnetative "Drop-Outs" ones. No one wanted the poor little
ature was found to b,e around seventywho, just like honor graduates, are dirty one that had been tossed over
nine degrees—better, but still too hot
our citizens of tomorrow.
in the corner and lay forgotten and for efficient thinking ,and studying.
Each year a million to a million unwanted.
The- average of the relative humidity
and a quarter young people leave
But, oh, how that little valentine records was discouragingly low. In
school without completing their high longed to be wanted. He wanted so quite a few cases, especially those
school education. There is no single, much to tell his love story to someone, rooms in Ashby and Jackson dormigeneral reason why boys quit school. but no one would look quite far tories, the humidity was lower than
The reason they most often give is "to enough past the ragged front to find 27% which is much too low for normal
get a job and make some money." his lovely message.
living conditions.
Providence, Rhode. Island, in a recent About ten minutes before closing
In some of the rooms the radiators
study of early leavers, found that low time, a shabbily-dressed but handsome
were turned on completely and the
intelligence is not an important fac- young man rushed into tin- shop in
"How's Smith in the high jump? Any
windows were closed. In those intor. On the contrary, nearly two- search of a valentine that would, in
good?"
stances the rooms were uncomfortthirds of the early school leavers were some way, express his tender feelings
"Naw. He can hardly clear his
ably hot and the air was stale. Other
making passing grades when they left. for the girl he loved, but whom he
throat"
rooms had radiators going full force
A study of five drop-outs from a believed, loved him not.
with the windows wide open. In this FREE PASSES:
Bridgeport, Connecticut high school
He looked first at one and then an- case the only improvement was adConi O'Leary
shows a diverse picture. Fred Hine other but none seemed to say that mitting a little fresh air, but the maJean Cauley
"couldn't read for nothin'" until the which was in his heart. Then, per- jor effect was one which seemed to be
fifth grade, attended school in almost chance, he glanced over into the cor- an attempt to heat all outdoors—realcomplete innocence of any lea'rning ner and picked up the forgotten little ly a waste of heat in general. Students
going on, and left "forever" five days valentine. He smiled as he read its are urged first to turn radiators off
after his sixteenth birthday. Harold words of love, and when he finally and then open the windows when their
-^^o^d possesses average intellispoke, he said, "This is just what I've rooms become overheated. Ita radiagence and made average grades, but been looking for. I'll take this one, tor is'out. of order and cannot be turnwhen he dropped out in his sopho- sir!" The little valentine was so hap- ed off, students are requested to report
more year, his teachers felt he was py he nearly jumped into the envelope the condition at once. The chances
"just one of those slow, dull boys."') that was opened for him.
are that the radiator needs a new
Tom , Scott, a brilliant non-conformThe next morning, the little valen- valve and should under no circumist, has left school twice because he
tine awake to see rays of light stances go.unreported. The maintenfeels it's a "dull routine", and in many
streaming into his envelope, and he ance force is unable to function propcases he is smarter than his teachers.
felt two excited hands open his cover erly without the wholehearted-cooperaMike Mahigel has problem parents
and read his love story. A tear fell tion of the student body. Common
and though above average in ability,
upon his writing, but the little valen- sense should keep.Uhe student from
was failing in school and had no
tine didn't mind, for at last he was punishing herself unnecessarily by livfriends when he quit. Bobby Evitts
ing in a stuffy room.
wanted.
would have been a sixteen-year-old
The problem of relative humidity
Soon he was tucked away into a
senior if he had made up the three
may
be lessened somewhat in the case
subjects he failed, in his junior year. scrapbook, but he didn't mind that
of overly dry rooms if the students
But Bobby is determined about one either, for about once a year he wakes
will place a pan of water on the radiathing: he will never go through that to find a laughing couple looking at
tor so tha^water vapor will be circulSilas Marner again if he starves to him—and he knows he's something
ated
as the heat rises.
very • special by the way the couple
death.
_,
Interested students are urged to
There is no magic formula for keep- smiles and then says "I lo,ve you."
make
a further study of the temperaing a greater share of our young peoFAIRY SEATS ;
ture
in
their rooms by buying a therple in school or making it worth while
Freddy:
"Say,
Jimmy,
do
you
know
for them to be there, but public

Music is one of life's freedoms. No
one stipulates that we choose the
classics as expressive of the criterion
of life that we intend to follow, just
as no one forces us to listen constantly
to popular or hillbilly selections in an
attempt to prejudice us. We majr use schools must serve more of the pub- what fairies sit on?"
SPRING SNOW
our own discretion. —And Madison- lic. People who are working for betJimmy: "Sure. Fairy tales'^
Does it snow when you
ites, that does mean us as members ter schools agree that, while more of
brush your-hair?
of the student body of a college we the taxpayers' money will be needed
highly esteem and that we wish to ele- to provide individual guidance and
See Mr. Lorren at
vate among its kind.
better facilities, money is secondary
135 S. Main Street
Classical music can engender in us to the personal interest and demands
Prescriptions Filled
such various moods. In rapid succes- of citizens for better schools and betsion we are rendered melancholy, ter teaching. When people take an
LENSES DUPLICATES
happy (you've experienced that soar-^interest, things do happen,
ing feeling?), pensive or tranquil.
FREE PASSES:
Plastics of All Types
If we could only get to know what
Helen Davis
Beethoven, Bach, Chopin and others
Edna Frady
of the great in the field of composition
162 South Main Street
Jean Bear
truly felt and the unique thoughts
Jean Manuel
which brought forth such unsurpassable music. Yes!—MUSIC, not notes,
which is one of the successful mediums
of human expression.
For those evening snaksI'M not shamming when I say that
Try
the classics are the best! No, you
r
needn't believe me—but just give those
WATCH THIS SPACE EACH WEEK
ooOoo
"too often taboos" a chance. You may
FOR YOUR ? NAME
be converted! Who knows? P. S.
A little bird told me that there's to be
Cut Out and Bring This Ad Showing Your Name
a recital on February 18. The perOpposite
the
college
former is a well-known member of our
- TO own student body. Why don't you
go?
TAKE IT EASY
"Every time I kiss you, it makes me
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Rhythms At The Party

Dukes, Faculty Vie
At Benefit Game

The Sportlight

by Margie Epperson

Reed Gym on February 19, will be
How many of you Madisonites like a good, fast, exciting game of girls-'
the scene of a basketball game bebasketball? Well, if you do, you would have really enjoyed the Madisontween the men students and some of
Longwood game, played Friday, February 9, at 4:00 p. m. in the gym at
the faculty. The game will start at
Longwood College. As usual, this game was one of fast, exciting moments,
8:00 p. m.
with the lead going back and forth between Longwood and Madison. In the
There will be"no admission charge
past few years a majority of these games was won by a-*n* point margin,
but donations will be received for the
sometimes favoring the Duchesses and sometimes favoring Longwood. This seaInfantile Paralysis Fund. At the. half,
son, however, Madison came out with a "large" 3 point lead to beat mighty
entertainment will be provided by the
Longwood.
faculty women, under the direction of
Beginning- for Madison were N. Hardy, B. Sorenson, and M. Bluett as
Miss Helen Frank, and Miss Louise
forwards,
and, in the guard positions, K. Cockrill, B. Sorenson, D. Webb,
Seeger. The cheerleaders will be led
(Delores
Webb
is the elected captain of the Duchesses.)
by Miss Betty Hartman.
Substituting
at various times during the game'were C. Quesenberry, B.
Composing the faculty team are:
Ramsey,
M.
Riddleberger,
as forwards and L. Kindig as guard.
Mr. Rafph Lahaie, Mr. Oliver Davis,
Mr. Thomas Leigh, Dr. Leland SchuMadison Takes Lead
Madison
took
the
lead
early in the first quarter of the game, and with
bert, Dr. Raymond Dingledine. The
team is directed by Mr. Clem Grabner the whistle at the end of the first half they led by.a score of 20 to 16. The
and Mr. Peroy Warren will act as Longwood team came back lin the early part of the third quarter, and began
water boy.
to run up their scofe, while the Duchesses seemed unable to do much about it.
Tommy Knight, Ken Fritz, Harry At the end of the third quarter Longwood led by two points with the score
Jeavons, Bill Sullivan, Harold Rhodes, at 27 to 25.
Students and faculty who had birthdays during December, January, or
Then, in the fourth and final period, Madison got back her ole' steam and
Dwight Miller, Jack Baker, Joe DieFebruary were gues(s at a birthday party sponsored by the YWCA, Tuesday
trich, Tech Long, Art Keller, and Bob pep, and gave Longwood a battle. During the first part of the final quarter
night in Logan Recreation room.
Mattox are expected to play for the the score was very close, and at one time tied. The Duchesses got down to
men students. The referee will prob- work; late in the fourth quarter took the lead, and held it till the final whistle
blew. Th.e result a 40 to 37 victory for Madison.
-<-•
ably be Dr. Stephen Turille.
The fouls during the game were numerous on both sides. Madison's team
had a total of 19 personal fouls and 4 technical fouls, while Longwood had a
total of 22 personals and 1 technical.
Lastt Wednesday the Curie Science
Hardy Is High Scorer
Club presented Dr. Ruroy Sibley, film
N. Hardy was high scorer for Madison with a total of IS points, and B.
Comparing the mind of the typical
On February 10, the "Lost' Chords"
Sorenson second high scorer with a total of 8 points.
j*
lecturer. Dr. Sibley is well-known
played at Virginia. Tech for the Monofreshman "to a completely disorgan«" For Longwood, Peters was high scorer with a total of IS points, and
ized machine shop in which all tools, here on campus as he conducted a five gram Club Dance. Highlighting the
Sanford, who by the way is a very outstanding freshman varsity player, was
evening was the half hour broadcast
large and small are thrown in a con- day course in astronomy in 1937.
second with a total of 13 points.
The film, "Universe of Palomar", over the two local stations.
glomerate heap in the middle of the
Both teams played a good game and as a result, it was a very exciting
floor," Dean Robert. C. Disque of the was a trip into boundless space. It .Some of the numbers played were game for all concerned.
the theme song, "You and the Night
Drexel Institute of Technology emTomorrow the Duchesses travel to Westhampton for what they hope will
showed a close-up of the moon and and the Music"; "Harbor Lights'^ and
phasized the need for teaching young
be their third victory. Wish them luck!
the
ring
mountains
that
are
upqn
it.
"That's My Dream". The girls closed
people how to study.
Telegraphic Swimming Meet
An
interesting
point
that
Dr.
Sibthe program by singing and playing,
"The critical weakness of engineerMadison
College
Swimming
team will enter the first Virginia Intercollegiing college freshmen is their inability ley brought out was that the sun is "I'll See You in My Drearris".
Members of the dance band were ate Telegraphic Swimming Meet of 1951, on Wednesday, February 21, at 7:30
to organize, master and retain any always giving off atomic energy.
p. m. at Reed pool.
considerable body of knowledge. PassThe observatories at Mount Wilson, heard talking about their embarrassing
Entering the meet are: Anne Bossieux, Dot Dunthorhe, Evelyn Erdman,
moment. The bus stalled and had to
ing quizzes and examinations becomes
Lowell, and Mount Palomar were
Sue
Gallimore, Nancy Hardy, Dot Harris, Donna McDonald, Grace Matz,
be cranked in front of the hotel just
a pure game of chance, whereas it
Bruce
Staples and Isabel Zimberg. Each student may enter three events and
ought to be a certainty within the shown. It is interesting to note that as they were leaving.
one
relay;
all have practiced eight half hour periods.
Members of the "Lost Chords" and
broad range of passing grades," Dean most observatories are located on a
mountain in order to be above the the instruments they play are: Janet
The events that Madison will enter are: 40 yard breast stroke, 40 yard
Disque said.
clouds.
free
style, 40 yard back crawl, 100 yard back crawl, 60 yard individual medley
Straw, saxophone; Sue Turner, saxa"The fundamental technique of
(20
yards
breast, 20 yards back crawl, and 20 yards free style), and 60 yard
phone; Jo Rice, string bass; Mary Jo
studying is to organize the materials
medley relay.
Sweeney, bass clarinet; Jane Miller,
"to be mastered as clearly and defini
This meet is open to all students and we hope that you will come to cheer
saxophone;
Lucille Blanks, trumpet;
itely as tools are organized in a well
Beginning next week,- the Library
your team and watch the swimmers clock up some speed events.
operated machine shop. This techni- will close at noon instead of 12:30 on Jean Givons, trumpet; Mary Ellen
Hilton, trombone; Jean Williams,
que can be taught and it can be acTuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. piano; and Edith Snedegar, drums.
quired.
Few students use the library then.
Phyllis Binion is the soloist and Mrs.'
"To learn to study," he continued,
Sunday evening,, the Newman Clilb Margerite Sanger the sponsor.
"a young person must realize that
reading is not studying, understanding honored Cardinal Newman, for whom
FREE PASS: Mary Ann Zirkle
is not mastery; and to learn to organ- the organization is named. A bioize, and thus to retain by association a graphical report on the works of. the
constantly increasing body of funda- Cardinal was presented. Later a somental professional information.
cial was held for all members.
"Many educators are practicing
something of a fraud Upon their stu- FREE PASS:
Margaret Wilmoth
dents. They like' to repeat the importance of the ability to think and
the relative unimportance of actual
knowledge. When they set quizzes
and examinations they require what
OPTOMETRIST
seems to the students to be miracles
Evening Dresses
67 Et Market St
of memory. In point of hard fact, no
thinking is possible without something
Nylon Nightgowns
9:30-5:00 Daily
to think about, and that something is
Nylon Undies
a body of knowledge firmly possessed
PHONE 1922
and readily available."

Disque Emphasizes Sibley Speaks On
Need For Teaching Boundless Space
Method Ot Study

"Lost Chords" Play
At Virginia Tech

NOTICE

)

DR. H. L. CLAYMAN

Jimmy's

SOUTH SEAS

jWARNER
BROS.

MUSICAL
"Neptune's DiughteTgowMBy,
«> « ratotiin paradfss...vm,
""ndsome Howrd Keel!

sow

Dress Shop

VIRGINIA!

4 DAYS STARTING
SUNDAY

MGM Picfure'
'tarring

WILLIAMS
KEEL
Story of Two Lovers In The South Seas

Minute Off Main up Market
66 East Market St.

THE MARVELOUS OIL CREME

SHAMPOO

THAT "CURLS THE HAIR"

! LOEWNEI^'S
REED SPECIAL
From February 16 through^
February 23
"Clarinet and saxaphone"
3 reeds for the price of 2.
Your choice of brands.

Take advantage of
this offer today at
LOEWNER'S
MUSIC SHOP
17 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

lutdovt now

Every timt a stllout! Tht fastest, softs!

kind of Crtom Shampoo. You havt novor

""BUampoa-GwU"\

molhod of curling tht hair yol discovtrod!

«Md a shampoo (hot givti to much rich

Shampoo-Curl b truly crtoling o stnsotion

eroomy lath..—that

in hundreds of cities front coast to coast

0

IMV.I

ihi

hair to

•oft, lovoly and beautiful.

and ITS SO EASY TO USE

rlttd you hova novtr uwd any method
to curl your hair lhat h to toft, to quick
and loovtt you with moists of glorious,
tilky curls or doop shining wavti.

NO

PERMANENT;

Wtt hair thoroughly. Apply SHAMPOOCURL and 'ins* Apply tocond application, leaving it on hair 3 to 3 minotes.
Than rin»o, tot hair Into favorite hair-do
(wovot, pin curls or Curlers), ond allow
to dry. Thtn comb.

NECESSARY

Hostetter's Drug Store
Harrisonburg, Va.

